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Text 
From the sixth hour until the ninth hour darkness came over all the land. 46 About the ninth hour Jesus 

cried out in a loud voice, "Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani?"-- which means, "My God, my God, why have you 

forsaken me?" 47 When some of those standing there heard this, they said, "He's calling Elijah." 48 

Immediately one of them ran and got a sponge. He filled it with wine vinegar, put it on a stick, and offered 

it to Jesus to drink. 49 The rest said, "Now leave him alone. Let's see if Elijah comes to save him." 50 And 

when Jesus had cried out again in a loud voice, he gave up his spirit. 51 At that moment the curtain of the 

temple was torn in two from top to bottom. The earth shook and the rocks split. 52 The tombs broke open 

and the bodies of many holy people who had died were raised to life. 53 They came out of the tombs, and 

after Jesus' resurrection they went into the holy city and appeared to many people. 54 When the centurion 

and those with him who were guarding Jesus saw the earthquake and all that had happened, they were 

terrified, and exclaimed, "Surely he was the Son of God!" 55 Many women were there, watching from a 

distance. They had followed Jesus from Galilee to care for his needs. 56 Among them were Mary 

Magdalene, Mary the mother of James and Joses, and the mother of Zebedee's sons. 

 

Introduction 
 Everyone is living out of a story, a narrative that they believe makes sense out of 

life.  We can’t not.  And every story has an account of how life should be, an explanation 

of what’s gone wrong, and some prescription for what will make things right again. 

Leslie Stevenson has a widely used book – Seven Theories of Human Nature (I 

think it’s been updated now to include ten or twelve) – that goes through some of the 

major world-stories that have been employed throughout history.  So for example, 

Marxism sees a classless society as the way things are supposed to be, greedy capitalists 

as the problem, and a totalitarian state as the solution.  For most people, I would wager, 

their story is not that formal.  It’s rather something like: having personal comfort and ease 

is the way things should be, my lack of a home theater system is the problem, getting 

more money is the solution.  But the point is that “we are wired to move through our lives 

chasing and rehearsing narratives that will promise to bring the world back into 

balance,”
1
 at least for us.  And some of them may seem more noble. 

But the thing that all the proposed world-narratives have in common, though, is 

that they point to some part of the created world as the problem and some other part of 

the created world as the solution (often times oneself or one’s tribe). 

Christianity too is a narrative.  It is a story of Creation, Fall, and Redemption.  

The difference is that Christianity identifies the problem with the alien intrusion of sin 

into God’s good world, a sin that now resides in each and every one of us so we’re all 
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villains in certain sense, not the heroes.  And then Christianity alone says the solution 

comes from outside of ourselves and outside of the created order. 

Philosopher Al Wolters explores several competing systems and concludes: “As 

far as I can tell, the Bible is unique in its rejection of all attempts to either demonize some 

part of creation as the root of our problems or to idolize some part of creation as the 

solution.  All other religions, philosophies, and worldviews in one way or another fall 

into [this] trap.”
2
  In other words, as one person has said, if you don’t live in the story of 

the Bible, you will be “demonizing something that isn’t bad enough to explain the mess 

we are in [and/or] idolizing something that isn’t powerful enough to get us out of it.”
3
 

Leslie Stevenson includes Christianity as one of the seven (or ten or twelve) 

‘theories’ and he too shows how unlike any of the others it is.  He observes of the 

Christian story: “If God has made man for fellowship with Himself, and if man has 

turned away and broken his relationship to God, then only God can forgive man and 

restore the relationship.”
4
  That’s true, and that’s what Christianity asserts has happened.  

The God of the Bible is a relational being in himself (the Trinity).  God made human 

beings in his image as relational beings to be in relationship ultimately with him (but also 

with each other and the world around them).  We rebelled against God and lost that 

fellowship through sin; all that’s off kilter with our world stems from this.  The problem’s 

not work or winter or pleasure or prudes.  It’s sin that alienates us from God.  And the 

only hope to be brought back into right relationship with God and for the world to be put 

back into balance is a divine rescue based on grace. 

This is what we just celebrated at Christmas – that God himself has visited our 

planet.  God became a human, the Creator entered into the creation, in the person of Jesus 

Christ.  And today in the climax of Matthew’s Gospel we see the God-man, Jesus Christ, 

accomplishing the climactic work of redemption in his death on the cross.  This is a 

passage jam-packed with earth-shaking significance and meaning because it recounts 

what lies at the heart of the Christian faith.  In short, what we’re going to see together 

today is just this: Jesus was cut off so that we could be brought in. 

 

Let’s pray… [holy ground] 

 

Jesus Cut Off 

 If you’re making up a religion you certainly don’t have your hero dying the way 

Jesus dies, saying the things Jesus says.  Yet all the ancient sources tell in their own way 

the ignominious death of Jesus – death on a cross, death under the judgment of God.  At 

first glance this is embarrassing, scandalous.  Yet Matthew’s account is especially clear 

on this.  The founder of the Christian religion dies in shame and weakness and under 

punishment.  Jesus is cut off, cut off from God’s presence, God’s favor.  This Jesus who 

Matthew earlier recorded as saying, “All things have been committed to me by my 

Father.  No one knows the Son except the Father, and no one knows the Father except the 

Son…” (Mt. 11:27) this beloved Son who had known such intimacy, who alone had 

deserved unbroken communion with God, experiences blackest despair as the Father 

turns his face away. 

 “From the sixth hour until the ninth hour darkness came over all the land” (v. 45).  

What’s to be made of this detail?  It couldn’t have been an eclipse because Passover was 

at the time of the new moon when eclipses don’t happen.  Besides eclipses don’t last 3 
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hours.  Perhaps it could be explained meteorologically – some kind of storm – but the 

climate of the region makes this unlikely.  The best explanation is that it was a 

supernatural darkness.  But what did it mean? 

 If you remember from the OT story of the Exodus and the 10 plagues in Egypt the 

second to last plague of God’s judgment, just before the death of the initial Passover 

lambs was… darkness – “darkness that [could] be felt” (Ex. 10:21).  It spread over all the 

land of the Egyptians for 3 days, yet in the land where the Israelites – God’s people – 

were living there was light.  Jesus here is not under the light but thick darkness. 

 Darkness is a symbol of wrath and judgment in other places in the OT too (i.e. 

Joel 2:10), but of special interest is Amos 8:9 where Judgment Day is described like this 

– “I will make the sun go down at noon and darken the earth in broad daylight.”  The 

sixth hour Matthew talks about here would have been noon in their way of keeping time.  

So what does this mean?  Jesus is experiencing Judgment Day! 

And then in the NT one of the images most often used for hell is darkness.  For 

example, 2 Peter 2:17 says of those headed for hell – “Blackest darkness is reserved for 

them.”  So what does this mean?  Jesus is going to hell! 

 NT scholar D.A. Carson comments, “It [has to be understood as] a judgment on 

Jesus; for out of this darkness comes his cry of desolation (v. 46).  The cosmic blackness 

hints at the deep judgment that was taking place.”
5
  Because it was so dark we don’t get 

that many visual depictions, but we are told of several loud cries that pierced the 

darkness.  The first recorded in Matthew comes in v. 46.  “About the ninth hour Jesus 

cried out in a loud voice…”  In other words, Jesus screamed.  Jesus, who has been so 

calm and quiet up until now, screams a blood curdling, gut-wrenching cry of utter 

despair.  Socrates didn’t scream.  Other religious leaders in their deaths didn’t scream.  

But no one has undergone what Jesus experienced in his death. 

 I won’t try to imitate the tone.  What he said, in Aramaic was, “‘Eloi, Eloi, lama 

sabachthani?’– which means [in English], ‘My God, my God, why have you forsaken 

me?’” (v. 46).  Jesus doesn’t cry out under the physical pain.  He doesn’t say, “My hands!  

My hands!”  He’s not crying out under the emotional distress.  He doesn’t say, “My 

disciples!  My disciples!”  He is crying out in supreme spiritual agony.  “My God!  My 

God!  Where are you?  What’s happening?  Why?  O God!”  He is in this moment being 

forsaken by God. 

 Some of you know what rejection feels like.  Some of you have experienced 

awful things from friends.  Maybe you’ve felt the rejection of a spouse.  Psychologists 

say that being rejected by a husband or a wife is impossible to fully recover from.  It’s 

awful.  Maybe some of you have felt the rejection of a parent or your family.  How 

scarring this is.  Some of you know these deep, profound experiences and they are almost 

unbearable at times.  Now not to in any way minimize those things, but none of us has 

known fully the depths of desolation that Jesus underwent at this moment.  This is pain 

infinitely beyond physical or mental torture.  This is separation from God… for the One 

who was the perfect Son of God; who had only ever known perfect, intimate, love and 

affection from God the Father; who alone was impeccable and deserved only perfect 

delight from his Father. 

 But now he cannot even call him Father, which he always has done.  He calls out 

in the dark, “My God…”  Separation from God is horrible enough for any creature; 

“when it concerns one who is uniquely the Son of God…, it is impossible to assess what 
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this may have meant to Jesus.  This is one of the most impenetrable mysteries of the 

entire Gospel narrative,”
6
 writes one NT scholar.  The poet Elizabeth Barrett Browning 

put it this way, 

 

Adam’s sins have swept between the righteous Son and Father; 

Yea, once Immanuel’s orphaned cry His universe hath shaken, 

It went up single, echoless: ‘My God, I am forsaken!’ 

It went up from the Holy’s lips, amid His lost creation, 

That of the lost, no son should use those words of desolation.
7
 

 

Jesus was the perfect Son!  And now he’s being forsaken by the Father.  What is 

going on?  Is this a cruel, mean trick?  What kind of a Father is this?  Is this child abuse?  

Hardly.  This is the plan, mutually conceived by the Father and the Son from eternity past 

to save humanity.  Jesus had been talking to his Father about this plan as recently as the 

night before in the Garden of Gethsemane.  He went to the cross knowingly and 

willingly, out of love.  And in this moment, at this cry of desolation in the darkness, 

according to plan, all the vile, heinous, contemptible sins of all his people were placed on 

Jesus.  “God made him who had no sin to be sin for us” (2Cor. 5:21).  And in that 

moment, the Father, not as a flaw in his character but in perfect consistency with his 

holiness, pours out his righteous wrath on this heap of sin, on his Son.  As the OT prophet 

Habakkuk says, “Your eyes are too pure to look on evil; you cannot tolerate wrong” 

(Hab. 1:13).  And so Jesus experiences the most devastating disruption of relationship 

with his Father as he bears the sins of his people. 

 Jesus’ words come again from Psalm 22 – a psalm that is all over this scene.  It 

may have been in Jesus’ mind at the time, but his words were not some pious quotation of 

the Scriptures.  It was more like using Scriptural language intuitively to express your 

truest emotions, something that happens for those who immerse themselves in the words 

and worldview of the Bible.  He gropes for words and the words that express his feelings 

come from Psalm 22:1 – “My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” 

Here we have a validation for authentic crying out before God at times when he 

seems to have abandoned us.  But if you are a believer in Christ, you must know that you 

will never experience anything close to what Jesus experienced here.  Jesus was cut off 

so that you could be brought in, never to be abandoned or forsaken. 

 The mocking continued: “When some of those standing there heard this, they 

said, ‘He’s calling Elijah.’  Immediately one of them ran and got a sponge.  He filled it 

with wine vinegar, put it on a stick, and offered it to Jesus to drink.  The rest said, ‘Now 

leave him alone.  Let’s see if Elijah comes to save him’” (vv. 48-49).  But this is the least 

of Jesus’ sufferings right now. 

 Then we read in v. 50 – “And when Jesus had cried out again in a loud voice, he 

gave up his spirit.”  Jesus died.  Jesus underwent the terrible rending of body and soul, 

the thing that was never supposed to have been in God’s original plan, but is the 

consequence of sin.  Jesus experienced that.  Matthew doesn’t tell us what Jesus’ words 

were this time, but John does.  It was the declaration – “It is finished!” (Jn. 19:30).  What 

is finished?  The life of perfect obedience to the Father, all the way to the end, earning a 

treasure of infinite merit and then drinking down to the dregs the cup of wrath for sin.  

Jesus finished it, he experienced it all, for his people so that they wouldn’t have to. 
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 And there’s more here than simply an acknowledgement that Jesus died.  Jesus 

didn’t just fade away.  “‘He gave up his spirit’… suggests Jesus’ sovereignty over the 

exact time of his own death.  It was at this moment, when he was experiencing the abyss 

of his alienation from the Father and was being cruelly mocked by those he came to 

serve, that he chose to yield up his life a ‘ransom for many.’”
8
  Jesus was doing this 

purposefully to make full atonement for your sins, to bear the wrath, to pay the just 

penalty.  Jesus was cut off so that you could be brought in. 

 

Brought In 

 Let’s look at that other part of the equation now.  “At that moment the curtain of 

the temple was torn in two from top to bottom” (v. 51).  This is marvelous.  The first 

thing we need to notice here is the detail that this was from top to bottom.  It wasn’t the 

result of a mob of people breaking into the temple and tearing the veil.  That would be 

from bottom to top.  No, this was supernatural.  “The fact that such a tall curtain is torn 

from the top rather than from below indicates that this is God’s work.”
9
  The Christian 

story is not one of humans working their way up to God, but of God making a way… of 

God coming down to us.  Salvation is of the Lord.  It is nothing… it can be nothing that 

we do.  The problem is too big.  The only hope of salvation is one that is exclusively top-

down, that originates with God; not bottom-up, starting with us. 

 So there is the detail of the direction of the tearing of the temple curtain, but what 

is the significance of the curtain itself?  The Jewish temple, modeled after the Tabernacle 

given to Israel after the Exodus had a central room called the Holy of Holies and it was 

here that God’s presence symbolically dwelt.  The surroundings were ornate and layered 

with symbolism.  There were golden cherubim over the Ark of the Covenant, making a 

type of throne for God, a picture of heavenly realities.  The thing was that this 

representation of God’s presence was cordoned off from people.  In the Temple there was 

a series of barriers.  First there was a wall separating the Court of the Gentiles from the 

Temple Courts.  Then there was another section called the Court of the Women keeping 

women from going any farther.  Then there was the Holy Place where only priests could 

go.  Then, deep inside this massive complex, shrouded in mystery, was the Most Holy 

Place or the Holy of Holies where only the High Priest could go and that once a year on 

the Day of Atonement to offer blood sacrifices… and even then it was with great fear and 

trepidation (cf. Heb. 9:7).  He went in behind the curtain, this thick curtain nearly 200 ft. 

tall.  And it was that curtain that kept people away from God’s presence that was torn 

from top to bottom the moment Jesus died. 

 What does it mean?  It means that access, intimacy to the Holy, Holy, Holy God 

is now opened up wide to sinners like us because of Jesus’ work.  The book of Hebrews 

unpacks this for us in grand language.  In one place it says, “We have confidence to enter 

the Most Holy Place by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way opened for us 

through the curtain…” (Heb. 10:19-20).  The Temple is founded upon the Tabernacle and 

the Tabernacle was founded upon the primeval Garden of Eden, that place of initial 

fellowship between God and man.  That fellowship was broken by sin and then Adam 

and Eve were barred from re-entry by east-ward facing cherubim with flaming swords 

(the curtain of the temple faced east too).  But Jesus has opened this back up to us by his 

death.  Jesus was cut off from God’s presence so that we could be brought into it. 
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 You know that longing to be in, don’t you?  The feeling of being on the outside 

and the desire to penetrate what C.S. Lewis referred to as an ‘Inner Ring’.
10

  Maybe it 

was the feeling you had as you sat at one table in the lunchroom in school and looked 

over at another table wondering what it would be like to be able to sit there.  Everyone in 

some way knows this phenomenon of not being in and it’s an echo of the deeper spiritual 

problem of not being in because of sin.  I was working through a biography of Franklin 

and Eleanor Roosevelt over Christmas and I read this paragraph that popped out at me as 

an illustration of this deep desire to be brought in.  FDR’s grown daughter Anna had been 

asked by her dad to be the hostess at a White House dinner. 

 

She was thrilled by her father’s request.  Since her girlhood, she had 

yearned to be important to her father…  Indeed, the presiding image from 

her childhood was the memory of her father coming home from work and 

shutting himself up for hours in a room with cigar-smoking politicians.  

Forbidden to interrupt or even to peek inside, she could imagine nothing 

more wonderful than to be invited, as she now was, to take [a] place in the 

inner sanctum of her father’s political life.
11

 

 

 Do you hear the language – “inner sanctum?”  It’s echoes of the Temple, the 

Tabernacle, the Garden… of a lost intimacy with God.  But through Jesus, his 

propitiation – his death as a sin-bearing substitute taking the wrath of God, we can be 

brought all the way in to the inner sanctum of not just the 32
nd

 president of the United 

States of America, but the eternal God the Father.  If you’re in Christ, you’re IN!  You’ve 

been included, no longer shut out.  Allowed, accepted, approved, met with affection.  

Bold I approach the eternal throne.  Jesus was cut off so that we could be brought in. 

 Now that opens up all kinds of other benefits.  Once the problem of our alienation 

from God is solved (and only then), the other things that have gone off balance can be put 

right again too. 

First, our estranged relationship with creation, most notably our own decaying 

bodies.  Matthew tells us here that attending Jesus’ death was the raising back to life of 

many OT saints whose tombs were in Jerusalem.  The physical creation itself was shaken.  

“The earth shook and the rocks split.  The tombs broke open and the bodies of many holy 

people who had died were raised to life.  They came out of the tombs, and after Jesus’ 

resurrection they went into the holy city and appeared to many people” (vv. 51b-53). 

It’s admittedly a bit odd.  Only Matthew tells us of this and it’s not attested in any 

other historical sources that I know of.  But it makes perfect theological sense.  With sin 

blotted out, the antidote to death has been created.  And God wanted to display that.  Not 

only can our souls have spiritual communion with God, but our bodies and the entire 

cosmos’ redemption is guaranteed and at hand.  Christianity is not just a spiritual 

solution, it’s a comprehensive worldview that accounts for the physical realm as well.  If 

sin is taken away, so too then must death be.  This is a universal problem that no other 

system has a plausible solution to.  So we try to ignore it, we focus on youth culture, but 

death is haunting every one of us.  But because Jesus tasted death for us we can be 

assured that our death will be reversed.  Jesus will restore our bodies to immortal life to 

be lived in a fully redeemed cosmos with him.  Jesus was cut off from life so that we 
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could be brought back in to harmony with the created order.  We only see glimpses of 

this for the present, but the glimpses give us hope. 

What’s more, our sin and alienation from God did not just result in a rift in our 

relationship with the earth, but also horizontally with each other.  Matthew shows clearly 

how Jesus’ death as a sin-bearing sacrifice not only opens up access to God, brings the 

final solution to death, but also reconciles people to each other in a new community.  

How does Matthew show this?  First, look at v. 54 – “When the centurion…”  What’s a 

centurion?  A Roman soldier.  In other words, a Gentile!  When he “and those with him 

who were guarding Jesus saw the earthquake and all that had happened, they were 

terrified, and exclaimed, ‘Surely he was the Son of God!’”  No doubt this is not a fully 

formed confession of faith, but it is the same confession that Peter had made by the Holy 

Spirit back at Caesarea in ch. 16 (16:16).  Matthew is hinting here at the global, inclusive 

community of faith that is going to come about in the church.  And this has come about.  

The wall between the temple and the Court of the Gentiles has been torn down (cf. Eph. 

2:14). 

Then, what’s more, we see in vv. 55-56 the inclusion and recognition of women 

as full-fledged members of the Jesus community.  Truly in Christ there is “neither Jew 

nor Greek… male nor female” (Gal. 3:28).  “Many women were there, watching from a 

distance.  They had followed Jesus [that’s a term that refers to discipleship] from Galilee 

to care for his needs.  Among them were Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James 

and Joses, and the mother of Zebedee’s sons” (vv. 55-56).  As one person has said, 

“Whereas the male disciples feared for their lives and were nowhere to be found, the 

women followed all the way to the tomb.”
12

  Another person has said, “Against the 

backdrop of the failure of the male disciples the devotion and the courage of the women 

shine out.”
13

  And yet another, “Clearly any impression we have gained from the story so 

far of an all-male movement needs serious modification.”
14

  There’s no room in 

interpreting the Bible for misogyny or chauvinism and there’s no place for it in the 

church.  The cross erases all such sinful divisions. 

Class divisions, race divisions, gender divisions… all these social rifts in our 

world are caused by sin and find their only solution in the sin-atoning death of Jesus.  For 

those who enter into the Inner Ring of the Trinity by sheer, top-down grace no longer 

have the need to construct other Rings to bolster their self-worth by keeping others out.  

Do you see?  Jesus was cut off from his relationship with others so that we could be 

brought in to full community. 

 

Conclusion 
 So the Christian story provides the answer to all the problems of our world.  It 

explains and provides the solution to the social problems (like racism and sexism and the 

like), the ecological and physical problems (like global warming and chiefly death), and 

ultimately the spiritual problem.  It is the perfect salvation because it is a divine rescue.  

God himself became man to live the perfect life we could never live and die the death for 

sin we deserve to die in our place.  We’re not left to construct our own method to save 

ourselves from the ground up.  The curtain was torn from top to bottom. 

 But it’s crucial to focus and refocus on the substitutionary atoning death of Christ.  

It’s only by his becoming sin and bearing the awful wrath of God that any other blessing 

can come or be enjoyed.  J.I. Packer wrote so wisely in his classic Knowing God: 
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We have all heard the gospel presented as God’s triumphant answer to 

human problems – problems of our relation with… our fellow humans and 

our environment.  Well, there is no doubt that the gospel does bring us 

solutions to these problems, but it does so by first solving a deeper 

problem – the deepest of all human problems, the problem of man’s 

relation with his Maker.  And unless we make it plain that the solution of 

these former problems depends on the settling of this latter one, we are 

misrepresenting the message and becoming false witnesses of God – for a 

half-truth presented as if it were the whole truth becomes something of a 

falsehood by that very fact.
15

 

 

 As Packer says elsewhere, “The church is and will always be at its healthiest 

when every Christian can line up with every other Christian to sing [Philip] Bliss’s 

simple words, which really say it all: 

 

 Bearing shame and scoffing rude 

In my place condemned he stood, 

Sealed my pardon with his blood – 

Hallelujah! What a Savior!”
16

 

 

The Lord’s Table 
 A great sign of Jesus’ being cut off and of our being brought in is what’s called 

the Lord’s Table.  Jesus gave his church this meal to eat regularly to remember his body 

broken and his blood shed, the physical signals of the deep spiritual suffering he went 

through.  We remember that he was cut off.  But it’s not just a somber, sad time.  Rather 

it is bread and wine eaten in the presence of God signifying to us that we’ve been brought 

into intimacy and fellowship with him.  And it’s physical, reminding us that this isn’t just 

esoteric truths, but something that affects and one day will encompass all reality.  And 

it’s communal, meaning it’s eaten together in a community – men and women, white and 

asian.  Those making six figures don’t get better wine than those working for minimum 

wage.  We’re all sinners, saved by grace, gathering at the foot of the cross. 

 If you’ve never put your faith in Christ as your Savior before, you’ve just heard 

an explanation of what lies at the heart of the Christian faith and what makes it absolutely 

unique among all other attempts at making sense of our existence.  It’s a story of grace, 

of hope.  I pray that you will respond to it in faith.  I’d love to discuss this more with you. 

 

Benediction 
Therefore, brothers [and sisters], since we have confidence to enter the Most Holy Place 

by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way opened for us through the curtain, that is, 

his body, and since we have a great priest over the house of God, let us draw near to God 

with a sincere heart in full assurance of faith, having our hearts sprinkled to cleanse us 

from a guilty conscience and having our bodies washed with pure water.  Let us hold 

unswervingly to the hope we profess, for he who promised is faithful.  And let us 

consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds.  Let us not give 
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up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage one another – 

and all the more as you see the Day approaching. (Hebrews 10:19-25) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This sermon was addressed originally to the people at Immanuel Baptist Church, Chicago, Illinois, by 

Pastor Nathan Carter on Sunday morning, January 6, 2013.  It is not meant to be a polished essay, but was 

written to be delivered orally.  The mission of Immanuel is to be a multiplying community that enjoys and 

proclaims the Good News of Christ in the great city of Chicago. 
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